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Basics

● Push ISM studies to probing a fuller range of physical 
conditions in galaxies

– Milky Way-like ISM studies to external galaxies

– Remove the “special” place the Milky Way has in our understanding of the 
ISM

– Higher A(V) values for both gas/dust studies, into the molecular clouds

● Focus on dust, with some gas
– Gas has been discussed in a number of talks already

● Basic conclusion for dust: large samples
– UV SEDs & spectra of individual OB stars with a range of dust columns

– 1000+ sightlines in each Local Group galaxy

● Basic conclusion for gas: sensitivity & spectral resolution
– Abundances in Local Group galaxies

– Resolve velocity structure (R ~ 100,000)

– 912 Å to 3000 Å



Help

● Consultation with B-G Andersson, Geoff Clayton, UJ Sofia, 
Jason Tumlinson, and others (especially at this meeting)

● Simply asked others what they would want for future UV 
missions based on ISM science

● Great to have a talk on Thursday

● Necessarily an incomplete view



Why?

● Dust and gas strongly impact the transfer of radiation 
through a galaxy

● Dust and gas clouds are where stars form

● Dust and gas interact
– Gas heating dominated by photoelectrons from dust grains

– Dominate H
2
 formation mechanism happens on grain surfaces

● Newly formed dust drives the mass loss in AGB stars
– Radiatively driven winds with opacity from dust

● Refine our understanding of dust grains
– Helps interpret observations of other astrophysical objects

– Interpreting galaxies and studying galaxy evolution

– Ly-alpha escape

● Dust and Gas diagnostics of environment
– Present day metallicity, past processing (shocks), etc.



Why UV?

● UV probes the small dust grains
– The largest dust feature is present the 2175 Å bump

– Continuum probes both carbonaceous and silicate dust

– Large variations in UV extinction

● UV has the important gas phase transitions
– HI, H

2
, DI

– C, O, N, Fe, ... 



~30 sightlines
Single parameter defines most 
of the variation



Deviations from CCM

● R(V) dependent relationship (e.g. CCM) only describes the 
average behavior as a function of R(V)

Mathis & Cardelli 1992, ApJ, 398, 610

Deviations from CCM
relationship are 
correlated at different 
wavelengths



Large Samples 
in the Milky 

Way

~450 sightlines:
Valencic et al. 2004, ApJ, 616, 912

328 sightlines: Fitzpatrick & Masa 2007, ApJ, 663, 320



More deviant MW sightlines

Low density sightlines show MC dust
Same sightlines also show signatures of
processing (high Ca/Na line ratios)

Clayton et al. (2000, ApJS,129, 147)

Valencic et al. (2003, ApJ, 598, 369)

HD 204827 shows SMC Bar dust
after foreground subtracted!

HD 204827
SMC Bar



Molecular Cloud 
Dust

Whittet et al (2004, ApJ, 602, 291)

Unnormalized difference 
of extinction curves 
shows no 2175 Å bump!

difference



Far-UV Extinction

Sample of 75 sightlines
FUSE + IUE spectra
Full H

2
 modeling

R(V) dependence consistent with 
    extrapolations from mid-UV

Gordon, Cartledge, & 
Clayton 
(2009, ApJ, 705, 1320)



Large Magellanic Cloud
Extinction Curves

Weak 2175 A
bumps
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Small Magellanic Cloud Extinction Curves

Milky Way-like!
(2175 Å bump)

4 similar curves are found in 
the star forming bar of the SMC!

Hα image of the SMC

Gordon & Clayton (1998, ApJ, 500, 816)
Gordon et al. (2003, ApJ, 594, 279)
Maíz-Apellániz & Rubio (2012, A&A, 541, 54)
HST cycle 18: 15 w/ very weak bumps

STIS



Average Curves



Known UV Extinction Curves:
Continuum of Properties

SMC AzV 456

SMC Bar

LMC2

LMC GeneralMW 

Gordon et al. (2003, ApJ, 594, 279)

Quiescent

Processed



Mid-UV DIBs Search

Clayton, Gordon, et al. 2003, 592, 947

No features at a 3 sigma limit 
Of 0.02 A(V) [20  Å wide features] 



Far-UV
DIBs

Search

Gordon, Cartledge, & 
Clayton 
(2009, ApJ, 705, 1320)

No features at a 
3 sigma limit 
of 0.12 A(V) 
[4  Å wide feature]

No features at a 
3 sigma limit 
of 0.15 A(V)
For < 9.6 m-1

[0.1 Å wide feature] 



Dust Scattering Properties

● Variations mirroring dust extinction variations?
– Q(ext) = Q(abs) + Q(sca)

– Decomposition of extinction – test of dust grain models

– 2175 Å bump  scattering?  Absorption?→

● Driver for imaging
– Extended source measurements

– Hard with slitless grism/prism observations



Dust Grain Models

Weingartner & Draine (2001); R
V
=5.5

Weingartner & Draine (2001); R
V
=3.1

Li & Greenberg (1997); R
V
=3.1

Clayton et al. (2003); R
V
=3.1

Dark Clouds

Reflection Nebulae Diffuse Galactic Light

Zubko et. al. (2003); R
V
=3.1; comp_nc_b



Distant Galaxies

● UV extinction variations in more extreme environments
– Need medium band filters

– Shape diagnostic of type and geometry of dust

– Comparison to IR very important (Spitzer, Herschel, JWST, SOFIA, etc.)

– Starting to be done with HST, SWIFT, & Rockets

● Study dust properties in detail
– Radiative transfer models

– Physically account for geometry mixing

● Look for correlations between star formation and dust 
properties



Radiative 
Transfer Effects

Witt & Gordon (1996; 2000)

Affects of dust now reddening trajectories
instead of reddening arrows.  Dependent
on star/dust geometry, amount of dust, 
and clumpiness of dust, instead of just
type of dust

Shape of attenuation curves not
constant, but depends on the
geometry as well as the dust type.
2175 Å bump can be suppressed,
but with the result of gray UV extinction



Dust needs

● Push to high A(V) in Milky Way
– Map molecular clouds

– Transition regions, coagulation versus accumulation

● Many sightlines in Local Group
– Multiobject capabilities

– Get a view of the full variation in a galaxy

– Variations with metallicity, star formation, etc.

● Gas-to-dust measurements
– Need HI & H

2

– Tracer of grain growth versus coagulation

● Coupling dust and gas studies of the same sightlines
– Range of environments



Gas needs

● High spectral resolution (few km/s)
– Weak transitions  high S/N ~ 100 (or higher), heavy elements→

– Resolve velocity structure, measure line widths

● Push to higher A(V) in Milky Way
– Map depletions into molecular clouds

– Transition regions, coagulation versus accumulation

● Abundance studies in the Local Group (and beyond)
– Get a view of the full variation in a galaxy

– Variations with metallicity, star formation, etc.

● Gas-to-dust measurements
– Need HI & H

2

● Coupling dust and gas studies of the same sightlines
– Range of environments



ISM Desire: UV Survey Mission

● High Spatial resolution
– Resolve stars in the Local Group galaxies (~0.1”)

● Medium & Narrow Bands
– Move beyond detection and towards characterization

– Medium bands for dust physics

– Narrow bands for gas physics (eg.  H
2
)

– Cover 1200 to 5000 Å (include Balmer jump)

– Low-res slitless/MOS spectra

● Cover bright portions of the sky, target rich environments
– Wide FOV

– Galactic plane

– Magellanic Clouds, Nearby galaxies

– All-sky? (GALEX NUV enough to find targets?)

● Study dust in a wide variety of environments

● Find interesting sightlines for gas (& dust) UV followup 
studies



ISM Desire: UV Spectroscopic Mission

● Large telescope (100x - 1000x sensitivity of Hubble/STIS/COS)
– Gas phase abundances in extragalactic/Local Group targets

● Capabilities: High spectral resolution & S/N
– R ~ 100,000

– Observe H
2
, HI, DI, CI, & other UV ISM diagnostics

– Full UV coverage (912-3500 Å)

– Deep search for UV DIBs

● Capabilities: Low spectral resolution
– R ~ 1000

– Dust extinction curves, HI measurements

– Polarization

● Ideally, both would be observable with a multi-object capabilities
– 100+ objects in a single exposure 

● Need to be able to observe bright stars, not just faint
– Neutral density filters or aperture reducing masks or higher fidelity, high count 

rate readout modes



Summary

● Limited physical parameter space for current gas & dust studies
– A(V), “small” region of Milky Way, very little Local Group

● Survey mission needed for dust studies
– Fast survey speed in medium/narrow band filters

– Multi-object R ~ 1000 spectroscopy

– 1000-5000 Å

● Targeted mission mainly needed for gas studies
– High resolution, R ~ 100,000

– High S/N, ~100-200

– 100x – 1000x more sensitivity than HST/COS/STIS & FUSE

–  912-3000 Å

● I will be putting in a white paper to the NASA RFI on interstellar 
dust – contributions welcome!

● Anyone planning/volunteering to lead a white paper on 
interstellar gas?  



Thanks!
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